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Abstract  
 
Urban redevelopment and its resistance:  
Learning from La Duchère, Lyon 
 
“…But what we academics so often forget is (…) the inevitable feelings of loss provoked by 
the demolitions…” (Harvey 2012: x-xi).  
 
It was demolitions and the resettlement of thousands of households that provoked public 
action among two groups of inhabitants in one of France’s grands ensembles, La Duchère 
(Lyon). The district has in 2001 been included in national restructuring programs consisting 
primarily of structural transformation (Mission La Duchère Lyon 2016).  
 
This contribution is based upon empirical research on two similar but very different 
movements in La Duchère – the Groupe Inter Quartiers (GTI, later Conseil Citoyen) and the 
Collectif 230, fighting for their share in the redevelopment of their district in reaction to top-
down urban restructuring plans. 
 
It argues that socio-technical arrangements within urban re-structuring create uneven 
opportunities for different groups to get heard or involved (Le Galès 2005; Bourdieu 1976; 
Nonhoff 2007) and create different forms of resistance.The GTI was opposing large-scale 
demolition and later changed its stance with its institutionalization as Conseil Citoyen.  
The Collectif 230 didn’t feel legitimate to question the restructuring program as a whole as 
they had no language to get heard (Rancière 2002:35).   
 
The paper investigates how the re-development project and its radical strategy of demolition 
changes not only the built environment, but also the socio-technical and power relations, 
interaction and identities within the district – also a firm objective of such policies (Roberts 
2000: 17), in the case of La Duchère to change the image and the ‘social mix’ through 
demolition and reconstruction (Verhage 2009: 206).  
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